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The environment within which the garment industry 
operates is highly dynamic and competitive. As market 
demand fluctuation increases, there is a need for shorter 
production cycles in the garment manufacturing industry. 
Fabric production lead time is one of the Important 
•factors in determining the garment production cycle_ In 
this project, the focus is on how to improve the 
production lead time of knitted f fcn-ic -for a real li-fe 
operation such that it can be more competitive in the 
existing market. 
An analysis o-f the documentation flow and the 
physical flow of the knitted fabrics is used to identify 
the major problem areas in the system. R© ommend tions 
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The garment manufacturing industry has become more 
competitive in recent years, with an increasing number of 
new garment "faictories established in different parts of 
the world. On the demand side, the retail market, 
especially in U.S.A., is facing a lot of problems. There 
have been a few incidents that made the retailers even 
more concerned about their performance than before. For 
example, the -failure of the Federated Group and the 
closing down of B. Altman, two of the major garment 
retailers in the United States-
With the fear of another big recession due to the 
Persian Gulf Crisis, the U.S. retailers have all t-edtKred 
their purchasing volume to the minimal level - In order-
to have a better picture of the market trend, these 
retailers have all demanded a much shorter production 
lead time so that they can be more accurate in deciding 
the exact color arid style assortment to order. Instead 
of placing the entire order with the manufacttu-er at the 
beginning of the buying season, some of the retailers 
would now place a test order only to test the reaction o-f 
the markets If the style has a good sales record, then 
quick repeat order© would be immediately placed. In this 
way less inventory will be carried in the stores. 
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In order -for a garment factory to be competitive in 
the market (i) quality; (ii) price? (iii) production 
lead time are the three major components in attracting 
the customers. Customers are usually more concerned with 
prices since it affects the immediate bottom line. But 
in the long term, quality and delivery time can be even 
more important in determining the success of an 
operation. In -fact, all the three -factors are 
interrelated. 
The delivery time is heavily weighted in the decision 
for the present market situations. If the suppliers 
abroad cannot meet the desired lead time, then the 
customers may have to buy from their domestic market even 
if it means higher price and inferior quality. Owing to 
the increasing pressure to demand for a faster turnover 
in the delivery, the question on how to improve the 
production lead time has be om© a major issue. 
In »How to Deliver On Time"9 S. Paulder has also 
suggested fifteen ways that a manufacturer will lose 
money -from late deliverys-
(i) Uneconomic working 
Often in order to catch up lost time, the planned 
schedule based on economic batch may be upset and 
thus leading to decrease in efficiency. 
(ii) Extra labor content 
Besides incurring e«tra overtime payments, the 
(¾¾ delayed job may also have to take more man-hours 
than originally planned. 
• 
•"""H hHom to Deliver on Time11 S. Paulder pp 8-14 
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(iii) Uneconomic Purchasing 
Additional wastages will be required as efficiency 
decreases. This would disrupt the planning in raw 
material purchase. Often extra requirements will 
be -Found at short notices which make© it difficult 
to source the material at the economical rate. 
< iv) Management Time Wasted 
If the operations go smoothly, then the management 
can spend their time on the strategic planning 
rather than solving problems related to late 
deliveries. 
(v) Inflation Losses 
(vi) Loss of interest on capital, increased interest 
charges 
(vi i) Currency complications 
For (v), (vi), (vii), the longer the time elapsed 
between the order placement date and the receipt 
of payment after delivery, the larger is the 
amount of cash-flow tied up in the system and also 
the more vulnerable is the manufacturer to 
inflation risks and currency ©Kch nge 
fluctuations-
(viii) Increased transport charges 
In order to meet the contract delivery date at the 
destination, a delayed order is often required to 
be shipped by airfreight. 
(ix) Penalty clauses 
A penalty such as a discount in the selling price 








(x) Damage claims 
Extra charges may be claimed by the customer such 
as overtime payment in speeding up the 
distribution process when an order is late. 
(xi) Cancellation of order 
Sometimes an order can be so late that nothing can 
be done to meet the buyer ?s requirements, then the 
order will be cancelled. This would mean a total 
loss to the operation. 
(xii) Loss to the Buyer 
Since the whole industry is heavily 
interdependent, the bl i ® of the buyer ?s 
business i® also important. If the buyer's 
business is severely affected by the late 
delivery, then it would also mean a drop in the 
business for the next seasons• 
(xiii) Loss of Goodwill 
Building confidence with customers is already very 
difficult. If once confidence is lost due to 
dissatifactory performance, then it is even more 
difficult to win it back. 
(xiv) Interruption of other business 
Mhen one order has been delayed
 s the whole 
production schedule will be upset and causing 
delays in the subsequent orders. 
(kv) Creation of Poor National Image 
Stories of -fai lures are often repeated and 
exaggerated. They are sometimes used by the 
competitors in the international markets to 
« 
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damage the reputations of the competitor from other 
countries. 
In the garment manufacturing process, raw material 
planning is a major -factor in determining the production 
cycle. By reducing the raw material lead time, it can 
also create savings on the inventory costs -for the 
garment -factories. It should be noted that the more 
•fashionable the product, the more difficult it is to keep 
a running stock in the garment manufacturing plants-
Even if the constructions o-f the -fabrics is the same, 
different customers could still require different color 
assortments. There-fore, -for the advantage o-f improved 
competitiveness as well as cost saving reasons, it is 
definitely worthwhile to make the extra e-f-forts to reduce 
the raw material lead time. 
In this project, we will examine what can be done to 
shorten the fabric delivery lead time in a group of 
garment -factories. The remaining portion of this Chapter 
provides an overall backgi-otmd of the company• Chapter 
I I de ibe© the Methodology used in preparing this 
report. Chapter III gives a full analysis of the 
eKisting system. Chapter IV identifies the major problem 
areas. Chapter V provide® the recofnm©nclations to improve 
the lead time. 
1. "Misconceptions Abound Concerning Just-In-Time 
Operating Philosophy" Industrial Engineering 
Vol 820 Iss 9 Sept. 1988 pp854-58 




The AA Group was founded in 1978. It is composed of 
a group o-f garment factories that are located in the 
different parts of the world - Malaysia, Singapore, 
Mauritius, Sri Lanka, Jamaica, Taiwan, the Philippines 
and China. Total output exceeds four million dozens 
annually. The product range includes mens' and ladies' 
tops, bottoms, dresses and sleepwear. 
Each of the subsidarie@ has similar operations, 
although they are all independently managed. The head-
o-ff ice in Hong Kong - the Company X (Co. X)
 9 is the 
center of the entire operation. Co. X is responsible for 
all the marketing, general production planning as well as 
purchasing functions of the group -
The customers of Co. X are mainly large retailers who 
will usually bring their own samples for Co. X to 
duplicate. The salesmen will quote the prices based on 
the sample in the fabrications and the make that their 
factories are capable of doing• If the customer finds 
the price acceptable, then a counter sample will be made 
for his approval• 
Once a garment order ha« been confirmed with the 
customer, the salesman will arrange with the Production 
Control Department -for the garment production schedule* 
Then he will notify the relevant purchasing departments 




The most important raw material required in the 
garment making process i© the fabric. Fabrics used by 
Co. X can be categorized into two major items - woven 
•fabrics and knitted fabrics. In 1989, Co. X has consumed 
a total of eighty-five million yards o-f -fabrics. The 
breakdown between the two item© is sixty million yards in 
woven and twenty-five million yards in knits-
A steady ©upply of good quality and reasonably priced 
M O Ven faric is availabl© from the Japanese market. For 
knitted -fabrics, the quality of available sources in the 
market have been very unstable and unsatisfactory 
according to Co. X?s standard. In order to control the 
quality of the fabric, Co. X has incorporated a high 
degree of vertical integration with their own knitting 
facilities in Penang, Malaysia. 
The Knitters Y, in Penang, has been developed to 
provide a regular supply of quality knitted -fabric -for 
garment manufacturing. In 1989, the total production in 
Knitters Y amounts to eighteen million yards, which 
covers over 70% of Co. X's consumption in knitted 
fabrics. 
Two different types of knitted -fabrics are being 
produced in Knitter® Y - Piece-dyed fabrics and Yarn-dyed 
•fabrics. Both o-f them have to go through the same number 
of process« The only difference is in the sequence o-f 
the process. 
the piece-dyed fabrics are in solid colors. In order 
to have a better dyeing effect, grey yarn will be used in 
• x . :: . ‘ - 1. : • 
# 
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the knitting process, then the knitted grey fabrics will 
then be used for dyeing purposes. 
The yarn-dyed fabrics are in multi colors such as 
having a stripe pattern or a graphic: Grey yarn 
will be dyed into different colors before they are 
knitted into the -fabric form-
ynder these two major categories, a -further 
classi-fications can toe de-fined according to 
(i) the yarn count which relates to the weight o-f 
the -fabrics5 and 
(ii) the knitting constructions which relates to the 
surface texture. 
Since the differences in these two factors would not 
affect the production lead time, there-fore they would not 
be discussed in this paper. 
At the moment„ Knitters Y is facing a lot of problems 
vgith their deliveries due to a tight lead time allowed to 
meet customer's requirement©. Often the delayed order 
wouid have to be shipped by air to meet the garment 
factory cutting schedule. The unit price of the textile 
produ ts is relatively low as compared to the airfreight 
cost. As explained earlier in the fifteen ways to lose 
money, the loss will be tremendous to the factory if once 
an order has been delayed. 
In summary, if there is any way to shorten the 
production lead time in Knitter© Y then it would not only 
make the entire AA Group more competitive but it would 







Sine© this is a real life situations, most of the 
material used in the analysis will be gathered from the 
ctu 1 operations. Informal interviews with the relevant 
department heads9 such as fabric mill manager, purchasing 
manager, garment -factory managers etc. „ have been 
conducted using an open-ended questionaire.(Appendix 1) 
The main objective of these interviews is to find out 
m o r e about the area® that the managers perceive to have 
problems. 
Based on the available information, we will examine 
(a) the documentation flow when an order is placed; and 
(b) the phy ic 1 flow of the -fabrics. A diagnostic 
dpproaich will toe used in reviewing each process. 
A sample of 1000 orders produced in Knitters Y during 
April September 90 was taken as a base for identifying 
the major problem areas. Both the documentation flow and 
the physical flow of the fabric will be analyzed to 
determine i-f the two system® are working e-ffectively. 
Factors such as communication system, human resources and 
legistics will be considered• 
nb Finally, alternative means to improve the -fabric 




ANALYSIS OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM 
Pieceaoods F%irchaie^.rder [PPO}..,.•S^te(n 
Since Co. X i® basically a garment manufacturing 
company9 therefore a piecegoods order would only be 
pi ©d whenever the Sales Department has carrfif-med a 
garment order with the customer. 
In the ca®© of the knits shirt orders, once the 
production schedule has been fixed, a purchase order will 
be passed onto Knitters Y to arrange for the production 
of the required fabrics. Since there are more than fifty 
salesmen in Co. X, therefore the Merchandising Knits 
Department has been set up as the liaison centre with 
Knitters Y. Under the existing PPO system, the Sales 
Department would take the initiative to issue a PPO 
worksheet to the Merchandising Knits Department who would 
be responsible -for issuing the official PPO to the 
piecegoods supplier. 
Usually the Sale® Department will only provide the 
basic irrformation such as the common -fabric name, the 
pattern, the color assortment, delivery date, the price 
and the destination« 
I 
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The Merchandising Knits Department must work very closely 
between the Sales Department and the supplier concerning 
the technical aspects of each order. 
In another words, the Merchandising Knits Department 
play© a dual role in the company- On the one hand, it 
represents Knitter® Y when dealing with the Sales 
Department; and on the other hand it represents the 
customer's point of view when working with Knitters Y. 
The Merchandising Knits Department must always make sure 
that all the information stated on the PRO is complete 
and feasible -for bulk production. 
Since Knitters Y is pi-aducing for Co. X's orders 
only, the Merchandising Knits Department is also 
responsible for the production scheduling of Knitters Y. 
In order to have a better control over the quality of the 
piecegoods produced by Knittei-s Co. X has also taken 
over the control of the sourcing of raw yarn. This means 
that the Merchandising Knits Department must also plan 
the yarn inventory position when doing the production 
schedule. Therefore, the workflow in the Merchandising 
Knits Department also affect® the production lead time of 
knitted piecegoods in Co. X. 
The general documentation flow is represented as per 
Illustration 1 attached. It is -found that it now takes 
on the average of nine days from the day that Co. X has 
confirmed an order with the customer to the day that the 
official PRO is received by Knitters Y in Penang. The 
breakdown o-f this nine day period is represented in 
11 lustration 2. 
• . 
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Normally three steps are performed once an order is 
received 
(i) the senior aordinator- will scan through the 
details such that any incomplete information 
will be immediately referred back to the Sales 
Department. 
(ii) the coordinator will have to enter all the 
information into the computerized Customer Order 
System (COS) such that an official PRO can be 
pr inted. 
(iii) the manager will check, and sign the final copy 
of the F'PO before sending it out to F'enang via 
Express Air Mail. 
During this process all the information will also be 
caipt;ur-ed into the production scheduling system and the 
yarn consumption report which are all done on the PC 
system. During the scanning pro es some technical 
ail ulaition are required -for all yarn-dyed p Up 
to this moment, this is still a manual process• Often 
another manual process is involved in drawing the color 
stripe patterns to -faci 1 itate an easy reference between 
the different parties. 
The breakdown of this nine days period has been 
analyzed by using a sample o-f 1000 orders. (11 lustration 
2> . It was -found that it takes approximately -four days 
for the ©caunning^ clarifying and preparation of all 
details. Another one day to input the data and print the 
purchase order. The remaining four days includes 




 o rder not to Ma®te any time in waiting for the 
assortment, two reports are used to assist in production 
planning. 
(a) Production Schedule Report 
Its purpose is to allow for projections of the 
type of fabrics required in th© coming two to 
three months. Based on these inf-ormation„ the 
Merchandising Knits Department will be able to 
plan s 
(i) the production cap city of Knitters Y in 
each month 
(ii) the raw material requirements in different 
yarn counts 
(iii) the amount and type of grey piecegoods to 
b© knitted and ready for piece-dyeing. 
(b) Yarn Consumption Report 
Its purpose is to ensure that Knitters Y will 
always have the adequate amount of each type of 
ravM yarn to meet the required delivery date of 
each order . 
Once the PRO rsaches Knitters Y in Penang, it takes 
two days for them to distribute the information to the 
respective departments. At this stage, the physical flow 
of the raw material is very important and therefore it 
will be analysed in the next section. 
-x . ,.:.)..: . ‘ •‘ ‘ 
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Mhen the goods are ready, Knitters Y will send the 
shipment advice to the Merchandising Knits Department via 
fax and will ship the good© accordingly. If there is any 
delay in the product ion, then Knitters Y will check with 
the Merchandising Knits Department to get approval on the 
new delivery date. If the request is rejected, then 
Knitters Y will have to arrange for air shipments. 
This procedure applies to most of the destinations 
except for Sri Lanka where an import permit must be ready 
at the time of shipment. Normally it takes two weeks -for 
the application pro A good coordination between all 
parties must be achieved. However„ in the sample base, 
over 507. of the PRO for 8ri Lanka do not have the permits 
ready before the shipment dates. The reasons -for causing 
the delays ares 
-incomplete information provided by the Sales 
Department 
_ inefficiency in processing of the application in 
the shipping department 5 and 
-inadequate cooperations -from the garment -factory 
to have the required documents on time. 
,...‘•:. . .-. v . - v. : ,. ^ , , . ...,.. ,,. < :,:. 





In terms of the physical flow of- each order, it 
should always »tart with the preparation of the raw yarn 
(Illustration 3). Since the majority of the orders are 
limited to five to six types of yarn count such as 16®, 
20s 32s, 36s„ 40s or 0/2 there-fore Knitter© Y can 
afford to keep a running stock of these yarn to meet two 
months production. However, if any lot o-f yarn has a 
quality problem such that it cannot be used
 5 then this 
will immediately the production lead time in 
Knitters Y_ 
For example, even though Knitters Y knows that the 
knitting capacity has been overbooked in the next two 
months, they would still not be able to knit up some grey 
piecegoods using this month's spare capacity if they do 
not have enough good quality yarn on hand. Of course, 
Knitters Y can iricr-e b© their stack level to give 
themselves more -f lex ito i 1 ity. However , cashflow 
coneider-^tianB would limit the amount of raw yarn 
inventory• 
Normally the customers are able to approve the color 
labdips, the constructions and the patterns of each 
fabric be-fore placing the actual order assortment. 
Therefore, these two •factors will not effect the actual 
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Production lead time for all items should be as 
•fol lowss-
Production 
Type of Order Con^J,ons L ^ M J X * 
(A) YARN DYED ORDERS-w/ Labelips 
patterns available 45 days 
(B) PIECE DYED ORDERS-w/ Labdips, 
constructions available 45 clays 
(C) PIECE DYED ORDERS-w/ Labdips, 
grey fabrics available 30 day© 
Th© product ion lead time « the normal lead time that 
Knitters Y can achieve-
In type <C), the customer has already confirmed the 
quantity of each type of fsibr-ic u h that Knitters Y can 
proceed with the knitting of the grey fabrics. 
Therefore, when the actual color assortment is placed, 
the lead time n be reduced by 15 days. However„ again 
due to cashflow considerations, Knitters Y can only 
afford to knit up a very small quantity of grey fabrics 
for immediate dyeing• 
Based on the sample data from 1000 orders,, it was 
found that8- (Illustration 4, 5) 
Average Average 
Production No. of 
lead time days delayed # 
YARW.DYED ORDERS 65 days days 
PIECE DYED ORDERS 65 days 20 days 
. • . . . ,.. 
. • I I 
I: ‘ . " . • ‘ ‘ , ‘ - ‘ ‘ “ . ; • 
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The average production the period between 
lead time the date that 
Knitter Y has 
received the PRO and 
the date the orcler 
is completely 
shipped out. 
he no. of day® delayed « the di-fference between the 
date that an order is 
completely shipped out and 
the PRO delivery date. 
Although the normal lead time for both piece dye and 
y a r n dyed orders are the same, the average number of days 
delayed for yarn dyed order© is less by four days since 
usually more than 45 days lead time is allowed for yarn 
dyed orders. It should be noted that although a large 
proportion (about 70%) of each order is delivered on 
time, it is still regarded as late if it is not 
completely ready. The sample data shows that on the 
average about 75"/. of the order is shipped on time. 
There-fore, the delayed portion account® for 25"/. o-f the 
total quantity ordered. 
The process -flow chart for Knitters Y is per attached 
(Illustration 6)• The analysis on each process will be 
presented as follows. Using the same data base, the 
analysis will be performed in terms o-f the monthly 
production •figures• 
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Based on the actual product ion figures in Apri1 
-Sept. 90 (Table 1)„ the yarn dyeing department can only 
achieve about 777. o-f the required capacity. There are 
two major reasons that accounts -for this figures-
(i) the high redye percentage 
- T h e amount of redye represents about 9"/. o-f the 
total requirements which suggests that if this 
redye -figure can b© improved, the maximum it can 
help to irncr*eai©© the average production -figure is 
to achieve 777. + 8.727. = 85.727. of the total 
r e q u i r e m e n t s • 
(i i) the inefficiency in the machine utilizations such 
that even if 100"/. o-f the production can pass the 
QC inspection ji this department will still be 
behind schedule by 1007. 85.72'/. « 14.287. o-f the 
total requirements. 
Other reasons such as high turnover rate, lack o-f 
experienced technicians and technical know-how, 





YARN DYED PRODUCTION REPORT 
MONTH TARGETS PRODUCTION EifiYE 
(lbs) (lbs) (lbs) 
APRIL 90 522,240 366,444 38,586 
MAY 674,560 455,838 45,811 
JUNE 652,800 552,980 55,961 
JULY 674,560 532,107 79,816 
AUGUST 674,560 469,589 62,173 
SEF'T. 652,800 589,365 53,514 
AVERAGE 641,920 494,387 (777.) 55,977 (8.727.) 
TARGETS 8 Capacity adjusted based on the amount of orders 
received including the normal wastage -for 
product ion during the month• 
PRODUCTION s Quantity that has been completed and passed 
the QC inspection• 
REDYE s Amount rejected by OC inspection. 
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Knitting 
From April - Bept 90, the average production is 
1,219,368 yds per month, which is equivalent to 94.257. of 
the required capacity (Table 2 Table 2A)). 
Major factors affecting production capacity ares 
_ Sample orders and additional quantities required have 
taken up on the average 8.41"/. o-f the total monthly 
production capacity? 
_ High machine operators turn-over rate; 
-Lack o-f proper machine maintenance; and 
_ Poor arrangements of yarn supply , which is limited to 
the following two sources 
(i)
 r a w yarn -for piece dyed orders from the warehouse 
which is usually on time. 
(ii) dyed yarn -for yarn dyed orders, which is often 
late, from the Yarn Dyeing Department -
Piece-Dyeing 
Similar to the Yarn Dyeing Department , the 
performance of the Piece Dyeing Department is much lower 
than the target figures.(Table 3) On the average, it can 
only achieve 82-38% of the target capacity. Again major 
reasons that account -for this -figure ares-
- L o w machine efficiency 
-Lack of experienced operators, inadequate technical 
know-how 





FINISHING PRODUCTION REPORT 
MONTH TARGETS PRODUCTION LOSS 
(YDS) (YDS) (YDS) 
APRIL 90 1„265s300 1,078,987 48,878 
MAY “241,300 1
 s 190,660 50,722 
JUNE “241,300 1,128,017 48,505 
JULY 1,278,300 1,256,157 54,392 
AUGUST 1„368,300 1,344,846 63,880 
SEPT. 1,368,300 1,317,543 56,259 
AVERAGE 1,293,800 1,219,368 (94.25'/.) 53,773 (4.167.) 
TARGETS s Capacity adjusted based on the amount o-f 
orders received including the normal 
wastage -for production during the month. 
PRODUCTION s Quantity that has been completed and 
passed the OC inspection. 




BREAKDOWN OF THE PRODUCTION IN KNITTING 
MONTH YARN DYED PIECE DYED 
f^^JJJJ '^^ ' '^* mmtmmmmmttmmtmmmmMtftmamatmtmttm* 
(lbs) (lbs) 
APRIL 90 326,160 317,921 
MAY 326,160 357,265 
JUNE 357,709 301,525 
JULY 354,481 392,423 
AUGUST 371,676 377„747 
SEPT. 346,349 460,983 





PIECE DYED PRODUCTION REPORT 
MONTH TRAGETS PRODUCTION EifilE 
(lbs) (lbs) (lbs) 
APRIL 90 407,747 250,264 5,681 
MAY 432,128 373,746 7,381 
JUNE 450,733 318,620 5,637 
JULY 457,104 415,154 4,634 
AUG 517,854 438,885 4 026 
SEPT. 536,459 511,503 4,880 
AVERAGE 467,004 384,695 (82.38%) 5,373 (1.15"/-) 
TARGETS s Capacity adjusted based on the amount of 
orders received including the normal wastage 
•for production during the month. 
PRDDUCTION : Quantity that has been completed and 
passed the QC inspection• 




From Table 4, it seems that the Finishing Department 
has only completed 757. o-f the target capacity which is 
czadcul ted based on the quantity of order received • 
Sincze this department has no control over the amount of 
the inflow fabric, therefore its performance should be 
judged by using the inflow figure. 
I.E. THE ACTUAL AVERAGE "/. OF PRODUCTION COMPLETED 
AVERAGE PRODUCTION 
AVERAGE INFLOW OF FABRICS TO THE FINISHING 
DEPT. X (1 — STD WASTAGE 57.) 
TOTAL INFLOW = PIECE DYED OUTFLOW + KNITTING FOR YARN 
— DYED OUTFLOW 
= 384,695 + 347,089 
= 731,784 
The actual average '/- of production completed 
670,653 
» = 96.47"/. 
731,784(1-0.05) 
In another words, the performance of the Finishing 
Department is behind the standard schedule by 1007. 
96.47% « 3.53"/.. 
By breaking down the data into yarn dyed and piece 
dyed orders9 it is -found that 
(i) For Piece dyed Orders 
Average _/_ of production completed 
346,755 
94.88% 
384,695 x 0.95 
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TABLE 4 
FINISHING PRODUCTION REPORT 
MONTH TARGETS PliCE.DY.SJD YARNJ)YED E E f l M U Q N 
(lbs) (lbs) dbs) (lbs) 
APRIL 90 713,875 226,213 263,060 489,273 
MAY 882,960 312,600 365,599 678,199 
JUNE 880„893 304,036 347,025 651s061 
JULY 907,936 376,203 316,957 693 160 
AUGUST 968,686 400,879 305
 ? 340 706 219 
SEPT• 966,619 460s601 345„406 806„007 
AVERAGE 886,818 346,755 323 898 670 653 (75.627.) 
TARGETS s ity csilcul ted based on the amount of 
orders received during the month. 
PIECE DYED : Quantity o-f piece dyed orders completed. 
YARN DYED s Quantity of Yarn dyed orders completed. 
PRODUCTION s Total production including both piece 
dye orders and yarn dye orders completed -
I 
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< ii) For Yarn dyed Orders 
Average •/• of product ion completed 
323„898 
552 MM* mw w S55! 9 8 m 
347,089 x 0.95 
The output percentage for yarn dyed orders is better than 
for piece dyed orders. The redye percentage in the piece 
dyeing process is lower than the yarn dyeing process by 
8.72"/. _ 1 „ 157. = 7.57"/.. This indicates that may be the 
in-line inspection in the piece dyeing process is not as 
tight as in the yarn dyeing process. Major factors 
affecting the production ares 
the large number o-f sample orders that require 
•frequent changes of machine setting; 
_ inadequate proper machine maintenance; 
-lack of experienced operators; and 
poor arrangements of the work flow -from the 
preceding departments. 
Final Inspection 
Company X has a very high requirement in the quality 
standard. In-line inspection is conducted at every 
process. The high re-product ion percentage is partially 
due to this high quality standard. Since the fabrics 





different countri©© the quality inspection before 
shipment is even more tightly controlled. From the past 
experience Company X has realized that the marginal cost 
involved in a tighter QC system is always less than the 
replacement cost or the additional manu-facturing cost 
that would incur when the defectiv© fabrics have been 
shipped out to the garment factories in the overseas 
countr ies. 
Like the Finishing Department, the amount of target 
production capacity in the Final Inspection process 
solely depends on the amount o-f inflow fabr ics from the 
pf©c:©©ding department
 ? which in this case is the 
Finishing department - From the analysis in Table 5, only 
1.93"/. o-f the praductian from the Finishing Department has 
been rejected by the final inspection system- This is a 
very low r©j©ctiian _ The tight in—line 
inspection system has prevented the additional wasting of 
efforts in e^ch Obviously if the inspection 
system is too tight, then it will hinder the work flow of 
the entire process. There must be a balanc© between the 
two sides. 
Since this is the last stage in the process, two 
types of reports are produced -for the management to 
monitor the overal 1 performance o-f the operations: 
(1) Pareto Charts to show the breakdown of the 
defects in finished goods and 
/ (2) Meekly Reports to the department heads for them 
to review the major problems. 
, » 
4
 ‘. . . ‘ . , • . 
TABLE 5 
FINAL INSPECTION PRODUCTION REPORT 
f MONTH JARGEIS EEOJ^CIJON E M E S I 
(lbs) (lbs) (lbs) 
APRIL 90 489,273 480„906 B,367 
MAY 678s199 660,616 17,583 
JUNE 651 „061 639,626 1“43S 
JULY 693,160 664,026 29,134 
AUGUST 706,219 694,213 12,006 
SEPT. 806,007 794,884 11,123 
.MM ―MM MM. .MM MM* MM* n—* ••••• •»••• 
Mm MMt M«M MM* MM* HM9 MM* ***** “*®* ***** 
AVERAGE 670,653 666,737 12 940 (1-93"/.) 
TARGETS : Amount of outflow from the Finishing 
Department. 
PRODUCTION s Amount that has passed the QC inspection 
and ready for shipment. 
REJECT s Amount that has been rejected by the QC 
inspect ion . 
. 
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Besides reports? the feedback system is also 
essential. If the garment factories can immediately 
inform Knitters Y when they have found fabrics below the 
quality standard, then it would not only help Knitters Y 
to take actions to save the order but would also improve 
the -future production. 
Transit Time 
The transit time between Knitters Y and the 
individual garment factories is also very important in 
affecting the total production lead time. Since the 
whole purpose in shorterning lead time is to be more 
competitivej, a comparative analysis is clon© using Hong 
Kong as the target to compare with (11 lustration 7). 
From the ch Knitters Y has generally a longer 
lead time to most of the destinations except Malaysia. 
Destination JiSJia-J<9nfl Jioliigr^ Bdvanta^eLU 
(A) Sri Lanka 8 days 15 days - 7 clays 
(B) Malaysia 7 days 1 day + 6 days 
(C) Philippines, 3 days iO days — 7 clays 
(D) Jamaica 30 days 50 days ""20 days 
Since the normal production lead time in Hong Kong is 
also 4S days for both piece dyed and yarn dyed orders, it 
implies that -for destination (A) (C) and (D)
 ? even if 
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would still be worse off then the counter part in Hong 
Kong. This puts greater pressure on Knitters Y to 
improve its production lead time. 
The easiest way obviously is to ship the goods to the 
garment factories by air. For example, the transit time 
to J msiics can be shortened by 35 days if it is sent by 
air. But again this would increase the total cost by 
US$1.5/lbs, which is prohibitive. 
….. ‘ • • , ‘' • “ ,.. ,., .... . ‘ . ., . .,,, • ,.,






IDENTIFICATION OF MAJOR PROBLEM AREAS 
In Chapter X11 , both the documentation flow and the 
physical flow for each piecegood purchase order have been 
presented. Obviously there are many problems in the 
process because o-f the large number of delayed orders. 
In the documentation -flow, the major problems are in 
the nine days period that the Merchandising Knits 
Departm©nt take® for the processing of the PRO. Each 
segment in Illustration 2 would be examined independently 
(i) From A -> B 4 days 
At the moment, only one senior coordinator is 
responsible -for scanning all the PRO worksheet. 
•n the average, he wotild have to scan at least 
•fifteen PRO including PRO Amendment worksheet. 
If he has any query about the information in the 
worksheet , he would have to contact the 
individual salesman. He is often overloaded 
with work especially during the peak season from 
. April to September of each year . 
$ 
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For the amendment worksheetsthey will take up an even 
longer processing time since the senior coordinator must 
always check with Knitters Y for the updated status 
before he can accept the amendment. 
Other factors have also contributed to the increase 
in work load. 
(i) tack of an ©ffective system in registering each 
order into the monthly capacity report• The 
report i@ only updated once a week and therefore 
everyone has to refer back to the senior 
coordinator for the schedule in most o-f the 
CZ• 
(i i) Increases in the number o-f orders even though 
the total volume has been quite constant due to 
the decrease in the size of each order-
(iii) Lack of delegation such that the senior 
coordinator is spending too much of his time on 
the routine detaiIs. 
(iv) Lack of experience in the salesman because a lot 
of amendments could have been avoided if the 
salesman knows how to handle them properly« 
Often in-formation provided by the salesman are 
incomplete and thus causing delay in the system. 
Over 50"/. of the amendments can be avoided if 
the order is handled by more experienced 
. 
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(ii) From B _> C 1 day 
Under the existing system, the PRO input must be 
done in the Merchandising Knits Department and 
printed out in the Electronic Data Processing 
Department- Therefore, the length of this 
period cannot be improved unless there are some 
changes in the system. 
(iix) From C -> D 4 days 
Again the length o-f this period can be 
significantly shortened if the manager is not 
the only person responsible for checking the 
PPCh The rest of the period can hardly be 
shortened since even by express airmai 1 , it 
would ©till take 2-3 days -from Hong Kong to 
Penang. Unless the information on the PRO can 
be sent to Knitters Y in other faster means. 
itnifnini^li^rTmi-^-*^"^  
In the physical work -flow , there are also a lot of 
problems- But it is necessary to justify the feasibility 
o-f the target lead time and the target production 
capacity that Knitters Y can achieve. If those figures 
ar-e not realistic, then obviously it is impossible for 





Feasibility of the Target Lead Time 
In reviewing the lead time problem , ten knitters in 
Hong Kong are used as a base for comparison. A general 
comparison report against the operations in Knitters Y is 
VIwl IK • 
(a) About 807. of the knitters have to subcontract 
out the dyeing prac©©® to other dye house since 
the capital expenditure involved in the dyeing 
•facilities is very high. If th© dye house does 
not own any -finishing faci 1 ity, then a second 
subcontractor would be required to do the 
finishing of the fabrics. 
(b) Since different subcontractors are involved
 ? the 
locations of the subcontractors are al1 
scattered. Each lot of fabric has to be 
transported to at least two or three locations 
be-fore they are completed. 
(c) Even for the 207. of th© knitters who have their 
own dyeing and -finishing facilities very seldom 
would these facilities be ideally located. 
They are either in two different buildings that 
are next to each other or the best arrangement 
is to have them in the same building but on 
di'f'ferent -floors• 




(d) Due to the limit tiarv irvsp c© there is usually 
not enough space to carry out proper quality 
inspection. The situation is even worse off 
when there are different subcontractors involved 
in the None o-f them would get the -full 
responsibility over the quality of the goods. 
In-line inspection is definitely difficult to be 
csu-r-ied out. Even -for the final inspections 
again due to the limitation in space, only about 
20"/. of the total production would be inspected. 
( e) on the other hand, the operators are more 
experienced than the ones in Penang. 
(f) The normal lead time -for these knitters is 30 45 
days • 
In summary j, the ©fficiency of the knitters in Hong 
Kong is much higher than in Penang. But Knitters Y has a 
much better set up in terms o-f the physical -flow of the 
goods from one process to another process than those 
knitters in Hong Kong. Therefore, the lead time of 45 
days should be a reasonable period -for Knitter Y to 
a 
Feasibility o-f the Target Production Capacity 
The next issue is the production capacity that 
Knitters Y has been using to plan -for the production 
schedule. In an interview with the General Manager o-f 
, 
I • ' 
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Knitter© Y? he explained that their machines are of the 
top quality. The knitting machines are from Japan and 
the dyeing machine© are from Germany. He did admit 
that many of their operators are not that experienced and 
this has affected their production eff iciency. However 
the target capacity that they are using has already 
adjusted for these factors. (Since it involves a very 
technical calculation of the different machine capacity? 
the details will not b© covered in this paper) 
On the other hand , the General Manager strongly -felt 
that there is a huge gap for them to improve based on the 
existing principle where quality can never be saci-if iced 
for any reason. He ©xplaineci that they would have no 
problem meeting all deadlines if they ship out every yard 
that they produce regardless of quality. According to a 
recent survey among the different garment factories, the 
managers have expressed an unanimous agreement that the 
quality of the -Fabric supplied from Knitters Y is much 
better than those supplied -from the Hong Kong knitters. 
Based on the assumption that both the lead time of 45 
days and the , target production capacity figures are al1 
realistic for Knitter© Y to achieve, then the different 
problem areas must be identified in order -for the 




Identification of the Problem Areas 
In Chapter III the production report for each process 
has been individually analysed. The results have been 
summarized in Table 6. 
The target cap city is the poundage adjusted for the 
existing orders under the normal lead time o-f 45 days 
eyele « 
As long as the actual production in each process can 
m eet the target c p city then the overall product:iorr 
cycle can be within the 45 days. The summary table shows 
that none of the target capacity is reached therefore 
each process must be improved. 
It must also be noted that since the capacity for 
both piece dyed orders and yarn dyed orders are all fully 
booked during April to Sept. 90, there is no idle 
c paicity left. Otherwise,, the analysis may not be 
accurate. 
The summary table shows that the battle k is in the 
yarn dyeing and piece dyeing process. Therefore, more 
efforts would be spent on improving the efficiency of the 
two processes since their actual production® f® -far 
below the required output. In the yarn dyeing process, 
there is no constraint on the amount of input as the raw 
yarn required is always available in the inventory. 
. I n the piece dyeing process, even though its outflow 
is dependent on the amount of grey -fabr ics avai lable -for 
dyeing, it does not rely solely on the output o-f its own 
knitting section. The reason being Knitters Y has 




PRODUCTION REPORT SUMMARY 
(i) (2) (1 (2)=3 (3)-(1) 
Target Actual Difference ("/_) 
Capacity Production 
(lbs) (lbs) (lbs) 
y a rn 641,920 494,387 147,533 (23%) 
Dyeing 





Piece 467,004 384,695 82 309 (17.62"/.) 
dyeing 
Finishing 695,195 670,653 38,165 (S-3Q7.) 
Final 670,653 666,,637 3S916 (0.58"/.) 
Inspect ion 
Adjusted according to inflow -figures 
‘ 
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fancy fabrics in grey form from the outside ©aurcing 
since the capital expenditure required for these special 
knitting machine® are huge and uneconomical -
This explains why the amount of outflow -from the 
knitting t to the piece dyeing pro e©s is 367,997 
lbs, which is less than the mount of output of 384,695 
lbs from the piece dyeing process. 
As already mentioned in Chapter III the major 
reasons a-ffecting the productivity in both the yarn 
dyeing and piece dyeing process ares-
(i ) high amount of re-dye/re--f inish 5 
(ii) the overall inefficiency in the dyeing procsss? 
(iii) Inadequate technical know-how and lack of 
experiericed operators; 
(iv) High operator turn-over rate; and 
(v) Lack of proper machine maintenance. 
In order to further investigate into the 
redye/refinish problem, it is found that the main 
problems are in the 
(a) color matching from batch to bat h) 
(b) color matching when using different yarn 
sources
 9 arid 
(c) color matching between body fabrics and the trim 
•fabr ics such as col lar and cuff. 
In the yarn dyeing process9 if the redye problems can 
be solved9 then the average production can be inct~©ss©d 
by 559977 lbs. Thus the total production increased to 
494,387 + 55,977 « 550,364 lbs or 85.72"/. of the target 
capacity. Similarly in the piece dyeing process, if the 
« 
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quality can be improved so that the average production at 
the finishing pi-ocees can be increased by at least 3-57.» 
In terms of the overall efficiency„ it is certainly 
more difficult to control the dyeing operations in the 
whole manuf cturing process. Even though the dyeing 
maichiri©® are all computer controlled a lot of human 
judgements and decisions are still involved in the 
process. Color standards are sometimes very subjective, 
depending on many external factors such as the lighting 
in the environment, the construction of the fabrics, etc. 
Unlike the operations of the knitting machines which is 
more mechanical in nature, the dyeing requires a 
lot more technical know-how and experience- There are 
m any methods to achieve the same © © after dyeing but 
it all depends on the ©Kperience of the operators to 
choa©e the most efficient way to meet the target. 
The technical detail® such as the temperature setting 
or even the specific dyeing formula that will help to 
improve the efficiency is not going to be discussed in 
this paper. It is the technician's job to do the 
research in order to meet the standard lead time. 
The knitting process and the -finishing process are 
more mechanical oriented. It is much easier to control 
the efficiency. This explains why there is a higher 
product ivity rate in these two departments. However, it 
must also be noted that their performance are still not 
up to the target capacity. 
From the analysis in Chapter III it shows that their 
work flow have been affected toy the arrangements of the 
» 
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inflow of either yarn or -fabrics -from the other 
processes• 
In 1986, C. Yano has conducted a research in serial 
production system. She has found that in a multi-stage 
production system, the delivery lead time uncertainty 
would hamper the effective coordination, and results in 
part shortages and workforce idle time. The ejects of 
lead time unc®f”t inty are particularly problematic in 
multi-stage production systems, because late availability 
of an item may delay all subsequent stages of 
production- For example, if a yarn dyed pattern consists 
cH= -five different colors, then th© Knitting Department 
c a n only start the process when they have received all 
t h e five color yarn. Therefore,, even if one color is 
missing, their machine® would still be idle. Another 
example can be found in the finishing process. If an 
y a r n dyed order has been delayed in the dyeing process 
and arrives at the finishing department at the same time 
a s the subsequently scheduled piece dyed order, then it 
is bound to cause delay in the process. 
Therefore, it is most important to control the 
schedule in the yarn dyeing and the piece dyeing process. 
A s i0ng as there are no delays in these processes, it 
©hotAld be relatively easier for the Knitting Department 
an.d the Finishing Department to arrange their work "flow. 
It should not be difficult for these two departments to 
meet the target capacity on time. Basically problems 
®ueh as high turnover rate, lack of experienced 
.operator®, lack o*f proper machine maintenance are also 
• . 
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present in these two processes- But comparatively it 
seems like these problems are less significant than the 
work flow problem. 
In order to have a high efficiency and shorter 
production lead time, there must be a balanced and steady 
•flow of work from one process to another. Theoretically, 
the available capacity in each process should be adequate 
to handle the work passed onto them from the previous 
process without wasting any idle time. The only 
exception maybe in the Knitting Department where the 
cdpaicity is smaller than the total dyeing capacity• As 
explained earlier, in order to increase the flexibility 
in the knitting constructions the grey -fabrics in fancy 
knitting will be bought from outside suppliers -for 
Knitters Y to piece dye. 
It should be rioted that if production lead time is 
the only concern, then Knitters Y can always sacrifice 
the efficiency factor by either increasing its dyeing 
capacity whil© keeping the same target production 
c&paicity or reducing the target cap city to a minimal 
level while keeping the same dyeing capacity. But these 
are again not practical ways to achieve the objective. 
An overall view of how to improve the production lead 
time will be discussed in the next chapter -
. T h e transit time is definitely a problem area. But 
there is not much that Knitters Y can do to control the 
vessel sailing time. The -figures provided in Chapter III 
can only be served as an incentive for Knitters Y to 
, • 




RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE THE LEAD TIME 
In order to be more effective in improving the 
production lead time in the entire process, a system 
approach must b© adopted. Four key areas will be used as 
guideline in implementing the program to improve the 
1 
production lead time. • 
-Measurements 
_ Ski I Is 
-Communication 
- D e c ision Process 
The target, lead time for the documentation flow and 
the physical flow must be clearly set for both the 
Company X and Knitters Y to achieve at the initial stage. 
1„ "Misconceptions Abound Concerning Just-In-Time 
Operating Philosophy" Industrial Engineering Vols20 
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Besides these traditional per fa r man c® measures , other 
systems should be implemented. Quality control is a very 
important pect" to Krajewski and Ritzman, 
the uniform flow of materials will be disrupted when 
there is inferior quality products. Process quality 
measurements should be clearly stated or even posted 
around the factory area to ensure that all the workers 
are aware of the importance of attaining such standard. 
When quality is achieved, the reproduction or reject rate 
would be much lowered and thus improving the efficiency 
as wel1 as the lead time. 
It is most important that the standards should be 
made known to all the operators so that they have a clear 
understanding of how their performance are measured. 
Reward system can be attached to motivate the work -force 
towards achieving these goals. An incentive program 
should be established. Under this system, the operators 
should know exactly what they are required to 
aiccompliBh* Therefore the turnover rate should be 
reduced as th© operators would have a better chance to 
earn more income. 
w K 1 J» JL S 
The major problems of the different processes within 
Knitter® Y seem to be related to the lack of technical 
skills and experienced operators. Besides reducing the 
‘ . 
turnover rate by improving the measurement and reward 
system, education and training programs should be 
instituted immediately. Otherwise, no matter how hard 
the operators try to performr th© results would ©till be 
below standard. 
At the operator's level, technical skills should be 
trained. At the supervisory level, coordination skills 
between the d iffer©nt processes should be trained. The 
supervisors should also learn about the other processes 
so that they can have a better understanding of how their 
work flow can affect the others. The overall management 
concepts on planning , organizing, leading and controlling 
should also be passed onto the supervisors. This type of 
on-the-job training should be carried out periodically 
®uch that it would not be limited to new workers but also 
as an opportunity for the existing workers to 
continuously update their ski 1 Is. 
Training is not only limited to the production side. 
It is also very important to train the salesman and the 
coordinators. They must have a good concept about the 
problem® in the lead time such that they would realize 
the importance of their work in relationship to the lead 
time problem. 
Training programs should be set up to send both the 
salesman and the coordinators to Knitters Y. During the 
training, they should have the opportunity to work at the 





Knitter® Y operates. By doing so, they will learn the 
problems that they would create for Knitters Y if they 
fail to give complete information or to avoid the 
amendments that may not b© necessary if properly handled -
Training should also be given to the senior 
coai-di and the managers in teaching them how to 
delegate their responsibi1ity to the subordinates or to 
their colleagues. Again, they must be aware of the 
target period for them to process the PRO and the 
import rice o-f making the maximum utilisation of their 
t ime. 
The same theory applies to the situation in Knitters 
Y. I-f e h department head knows exactly what the other 
departments are doing, then they can make the necessary 
arrangements to camadfiit© e h other's requests in 
advance• 
duality circle should be set up to help to resolve 
any quality problems, that may arise in the different 
departments. In Karatsu's book on TQC, he explained that 
by increasing the understanding between the different 
departments can also help to promote the level o-f 
cooperations between them. 
In such meetings , the Knitting Department should tel 1 
the Yarn Dyeing Department about their problems when the 
schedule of yarn dyeing has been delayed. Management 
should also come in to di cuss about the importance of 
proper machine maintenance, and the or\tinuouB reee r• h 
for improvements in the technical ski 1 Is. The operators 
should always be reminded the importance of quality in 
« 
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the whole operations and have a full understanding of the 
relationship between quality, efficiency,, and production 
lead time• 
Communication 
A good communication network can help to improve the 
coordination between different parties. Computerization 
is a good means to improve communication if the system 
has been effectively designed. In the documentation flow 
(A) > (B) , the system to input the data into th© PPO 
production ch©dul© report must be revised so that it can 
provide updated information all the time. If this system 
then more than one senior coordinator can be 
assigned to the same position in speeding up this 
process > 
Theoretically speaking, if it is taking one senior 
coordin tor* to do this job in four days , then it should 
only take two days -for the two senior coordinators to 
split the work load. Of course there must be clos® 
cooperations between the two senior coordinators in order 
to have an accurate data base for working out the 
production schedule. 
In the same flow B _ > C and C _> D, a more 
e-f.fective computerized system can help to improve the 
lead time by at least two days. Firstly, the details in 
the PPO worksheet should b© keyed in by the salesman at 
the initial stage so that the operators in the 
‘ ’ . • 
.Merchandising Knits Department do not have to spend the 
« 
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duplicated effort in the data input process. Secondly, a 
faster means o-f information transmission as 
Electronic-Mail should be adopted in sending PRO 
information to Knitters Y_ By using the E-Mail, all the 
information can reach Knitters Y almost instanteously. 
But a cost benefit analysis must be done to evaluate the 
•feasibility of this means of commuriications. 
It is necessary for a constant communication between 
the Sales Department and the Merchandising Knits 
Department to update on the market situation. 
Projections should be made so that better preparation 
work can be done beforehand« For ©Kample, i-F there is 
idle knitting capacity and adequate yarn inventory -for a 
certain item that is becoming very popular in the market, 
then Knitters Y can start knitting so that the lead time 
can be reduced when a firm order has been placed. 
Also communications between Knitters Y and the Hong 
Kong office including both the Merchancl ising Knits 
Department and the Bales Department must be improved to 
avoid t ime wasted in miscommun ic t ions • EKch rig© 
training programs between Co. X and Knitters Y, as 
already mentioned, can help to increase the understanding 
of the updated position of each other ?s operations. 
Concept© about how sample orders or amendments can affect 




The most efficient way to improve the lead time is to 
delegate the decision making to the lower levels so that 
an immediate action can be taken when problem arise. By 
involving the operators in problem-solving, They would 
feel that their job is important in making the operations 
a success. This would motivate them to work harder. At 
the same time, since they have a better understanding o-f 
the situation when they have to make a decision, they 
will give more considerations to the overall pictuf© and 
perform better• 
Training programs would be the most helpful tool in 
certaining this goal. The supervisors must have a good 
concept of the whole operations and they should try to 
weigh the importance o-f al 1 d©cisions_ He must also 
decide which ones can be delegated to the lower level -
Therefore, the training program must teach them ski 1 Is in 
the operational area bu h as oafdi tian© 
communications, delegations as wel1 as training of the 
subordinates. . In order to ensure that the lower staff 
has the ability to make the correct decision, the 
supervisors must guide them very c losely be-fore the 
subordinates are mature enough to work independently. 
For the lower level sta-ff, they must also learn the 
relationship of “the work flow in the different 
departments during their training. Besides the technical 
skills, they should also be aware of the fact that by 




own department but also the subsequent departments in 
this type of multi-stage processes-
Manaqement^Sumport 
Besides mechanisation and specialization , management 
technique is very important in improving the lead time 
problem. Without a good coordination between people and 
machines, an operation will not be efficient. 
The four areas stated are only guidelines -for 
improvements- In order to make these plans successful, 
management support is of utmost importance. Sine© the 
major concern with ©very department is their own 
perfar-m^nce only the management see a le i- pi tui-e 
of the whole operation. Therefore, often the management 
must come in to decide the priority of work. Management 
must also understand that an order should only be 
accepted i-f it is within the capability o-f the operations 
in meeting the desired due dates. For example, every 
salesman may think that their customef is more important 
than the others and insists on getting the best s hsduls 
•from Knitters Y. Management must review the whole 
picture and d©cid® on the priority in the production 
schedule1 • 
Management must also give -full support in carrying 
out the plans stated ear I ier. A large amount o-f 
•financial resources may be required in the initial stage 
such as conducting the training program and the 
‘. 
incentive schemes. In addition
 9 extra costs in routine 
I 
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machine maintenance, research for better dyeing methods, 
faster information transmission system by E-Mail may all 
b© considered as a small investment. Therefore the 
management must realize the long term benefits before 
they can be committed to the plans. 
Based on the recommendation© stated above, the lead 
time for the documentation flow should be reduced to -four 
days only with th© breakdown as -fol lowss-
A •--""> B 2 days 
B — > C 1/2 day 
C — > D 1-2/2 days 
The lead time for the physical flow should be 
forty—five days at the initial stage and it should be 
gradually reduced once the ©fficiency of the whole 
operation picks up. 
These two periods should be set as targets in 
measuring performance. The success of the plans in 
improving the efficiency are all interrelated. The 
operators turn-over rate can be reduced if the incentive 
scheme work® and the target lead time can be achieved. 
The operators should become more experienced if the 
training program is successful. The consistency of the 
wqrk flow can be improved when there is better 
communications and understanding between departments. 
Al1 these would only work if there is management support. 
. - . x 
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Delivery on time depends upon a totally integrated 
set of systems within a company aimed at correct delivery 
as a major objective. 
The total administration o-f a company has a bearing 
on its ability to meet the delivery schedule” Production 
lead time must be i-educed., otherwise it would affect the 
promises made by the salesman and the future business 
opportunities. The most important issue is the bottom 
line of the whole operation- Initial rejects -from the 
different levels may be expected since the traditional 
concepts such as the d©ci©ian making process has long 
been cultivated in their mind. It requires the 
cooperations from all parties involved. People must 
realize that this is a team effort and believe that 
reducing the lead time has a substantial influence on the 
management decision as well the profitability of the 
whole group of companies-
' _ . 





QUESTIGNAIRE FOR INTERVIEWING 
THE RELEVANT DEPARTMENT HEADS 
1. Do you think that Knitters Y ?s production lead time 
is competitive in the mark©t? What is your ideal 
production lead time from Knitters Y? 
2. What are the major problems that your department has 
in trying to shorten the praduc:tion lead 
time from Knitters Y? 
3. Do you think that your department is doing an 
efficient job in processing the Knitters Y orders? 
If not j, then what are th© areas that need to be 
improved? 
4. Do you -find that too much time is wasted on 
documentation processing? 
5. How do you -feel about the information "flow between 
the Hong Kong office and Knitters Y? is the 
communication system effective? 
6. What do you think about the coordination between 
Knitters Y, the Hong Kong o-f-fice and the garment 
•factories? Does each party know about the other 
parties" needs and requirements? 
7. What do you think of the location of Knitters Y? Do 
you agree that the shipping time between Knitters Y 
and some of the garment factories is much too long 
and this strongly affected the competitiveness o-f the 
garment factory? 
8. What is your comment on the overall purchasing system 
in buying -fabrics from Knitters Y? Do you think that 
it has been wel1 planned especially in terms of 
timing of deliveri®®? 
9^ How do you think your department can help to improve 
the production leadtime -from Knitters Y? 
' 
• . •. ‘ 
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